
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
OFFICE OF THE FACULTY SENATE 

 
Presiding Officer Richard Bogartz called the 764th Regular Meeting of the Faculty Senate to order on January 
26, 2017 at 3:30 p.m. in Herter Hall, Room 227, and began the meeting with a reading of the poem “Touched by 
an Angel” by Maya Angelou. 

 
We, unaccustomed to courage 
exiles from delight 
live coiled in shells of loneliness 
until love leaves its high holy temple 
and comes into our sight 
to liberate us into life. 
 
Love arrives 
and in its train come ecstasies 
old memories of pleasure 
ancient histories of pain. 
Yet if we are bold, 
love strikes away the chains of fear 
from our souls. 
 
We are weaned from our timidity 
In the flush of love's light 
we dare be brave 
And suddenly we see 
that love costs all we are 
and will ever be. 
Yet it is only love 
which sets us free. 

 
A. ADDRESS BY REPRESENTATIVE ELLEN STORY 
 

Representative Ellen Story: Thank you. I was supposed to be here a month ago or so, but that was 
the day that the Speaker decided all of the farewell speeches would be given by the departing 
Legislators, so I decided to do that instead of speaking to you, because I knew that I could speak to 
you later. I have loved representing the University of Massachusetts. I’m so proud of the University. 
It has been fabulous to be the Representative for this specific district, but also to feel like I was the 
representative for every family in the Commonwealth who wanted to send their children to a high-
class, financially manageable University. We tried, as hard as possible, to have both the high-class 
and the financially manageable phrases remain applicable; it’s a struggle. Since the legislature is 
based on population, most of the legislature is from the Eastern part of the state. Most of them don’t 
know anything about Amherst or the University of Massachusetts here. Years ago, a number of my 
colleagues came out here for the very first time they had ever been to Amherst, or ever thought about 
the University. Can you guess what brought them out here? John Calipari: it was when the Basketball 
team was in the Final Four that they came out. They would say, “Ellen, it’s so long to drive out 
here.” Yes, I’ve noticed the same thing.  
 
I did notice in the paper that, in his new budget, Governor Baker has proposed $10.3 million for 
higher education, $5 million for the University, which is about a 1% increase. It’s not enough. It’s 
better than nothing, but we usually start out with the Governor’s number and then hope to increase it 
in the House and in the Senate. So, my advice to you is to keep good connections with the legislators 
in this area. They are good people. They all have some sort of connection with the University and the 
Chancellor has done a very good job of getting to know them and having them feel comfortable here. 



If you ever want to invite them to do something, such as talk to a class or something, when they 
come, give them food or give them a plaque or something. As ridiculous as that sounds, it does make 
a difference. And talk to your students about talking to their parents and their neighbors and their 
family about how important it is for the University of Massachusetts to have lots of funding. There’s 
competition from everywhere for funding, all good things mostly, so you have to be noisy about how 
important the University is. Public higher education is the cornerstone of democracy. That’s just the 
truth. That’s why you have to keep up the good fight. And I will, too. 
 
MJ Peterson, Secretary of the Faculty Senate: I request suspension of the rules so that I may 
introduce a resolution. 
 
RESOLUTION: 
 
Whereas, Ellen Story served the Third Hampden District for twenty-four years and nine 
months as its Member in the Massachusetts House of Representatives with distinction and 
constant attention to advancing the public good; 
 
Be it Resolved, that the Faculty Senate of the University of Massachusetts Amherst thanks 
Ellen Story for her long service and wishes her happiness and continued success in the years 
following her retirement from the State Legislature. 
 
The resolution was adopted. 

 
B. ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 

1.  Principal Administrative Officers 
 

Julie Buehler, Vice Chancellor for Information Security and Strategy and Chief Information Officer: 
I owed you a response to a question I got in our last meeting. There was a myth going around that UMail 
was going away; it is not. I traced it down, and think where it came from was there was a security hole with 
UMail. We patched that, so that’s probably why there was some discussion on that subject. 
 
I was also asked about what’s going on with storage across campus. I want to remind everyone about the 
innovate.umass.edu website; it describes our storage options. This is run by Alyson Gill who is our 
Associate Vice Provost for Instructional Innovation. We are trying to gather, where we can, useful 
information about the products and software used across campus and we are trying out a graphic image 
where you can see if something is a mature tree or a sapling; we’re describing it as trees. So, you can see 
from that site that there are multiple offerings around storage, and it will tell you the pros and cons of each.  
 
Moving on, I want to mention to you that we did go forward with not billing for domestic long-distance 
calls from office phones; this will be the first month of it. I need your help, because for domestic long 
distance for most office phones, you will not need to dial your code anymore. I will send out lots of 
newsletters and put up websites, but I bet that word of mouth will probably work better. Your code will still 
work if you dial it, but it is not needed, so please help me get the word out. You still need your code for 
international calls, but your department will not be billed for domestic.  
 
Lastly, I’ve gotten several questions through the IT Protect website. We’re seeing an immense amount of 
“phishing.” What we’re hearing from our contacts is that the people made so much money last year filing 
false tax returns that the effort this year from January to April will be very intensive. I’m still bringing two 
posters with me to every meeting of the latest ones that have hit this campus, so please take a few minutes 
and look at those. The trend we’re seeing right now is most of them are coming in after 4:00 p.m. and more 
increases on weekends. So, keep your eye out and look at those poster boards. Thank you. 
 

 



Andrew Mangels, Vice Chancellor for Administration and Finance: I just want to announce, as most of 
you probably know and have seen, two great new buildings have opened up on campus: South College and 
the Design Building. These are two incredible replacements for two of our most decrepit buildings on 
campus, Bartlett and Hills. We’re really excited about it. Everything came in on time and on or under 
budget. It looks like the moves have all occurred. I hope everybody has had a chance to go through both of 
the buildings, but try to go over and see. The students are really happy and we’re really thrilled about both 
of the projects. 
 
3. The Chair of the Rules Committee 
 
David Gross, Chair of the Rules Committee: Welcome back to the new semester everybody. While the 
University was taking a break, the Rules Committee was working. We had two meetings ourselves. One 
meeting was before the break. Among other things, we talked about what we did last semester and what’s 
coming up this semester at least as far as the Senate is concerned. We had a report from the Secretary about 
the budgeting process on campus; we had some discussion about the Board of Trustees’ composition and 
how we can perhaps coordinate better in dealing with our Trustees, and we talked at length about the Gen. 
Ed. Diversity requirement proposal. We then met a couple of weeks ago to set the agenda for this meeting. 
We also worked on something for you all, an important item that came up while the Senate was not in 
session; it’s going to be the first item on our agenda, under Item D, today. And we talked about the loss of 
one of our members; Jim Rinderle has become an administrator, an associate dean, so we have to get a new 
person on the Rules Committee. That will be coming up, and we may have a little discussion today, but, at 
the next meeting, we will have to elect someone to be the new Rules Committee member.  
 
Then we also met with the Administration; that was three weeks ago. We had a very interesting presentation 
by Vice Chancellor Enku Gelaye about the student mood, in particular what the projections are for what 
kinds of activities we expect our students to be having and doing this coming semester when the weather 
warms up a little bit; it’s kind of amazing that she can predict that but she thinks she can. Vice Chancellor 
John Kennedy told us about standardizing our UMass Amherst brand; that was very interesting. Vice 
Chancellor Mike Malone gave us a little bit of information about external stakeholders and how we’re 
trying to align with those external stakeholders as a campus. And, finally, Associate Chancellor Bryan 
Harvey gave us a very quick view of what students on exit-surveys or entering-student surveys say about 
our campus and other campuses and how we compare especially to the regional campuses around us: 
Boston University, the University of Connecticut, and Northeastern University were the three featured. So, 
that’s what we’ve been up to. Have a nice semester.  
 
2. The Secretary of the Faculty Senate 
 
MJ Peterson, Secretary of the Faculty Senate: Under the Bylaws, we need to announce an election to the 
Rules Committee before it occurs. It will occur at the next meeting. To be an At-Large Member of the Rules 
Committee, you have to be an elected senator, so you various ex-officio senators are not eligible. Persons 
who are interested should contact the Faculty Senate Office. We do know there is one person who is 
interested already.  
 
On the Diversity Requirement, the General Education Council has taken the various comments that were 
received over the fall into account; they had a session that they called a “think tank” last week where they 
invited a number of instructors from around campus who have been teaching G or U courses for many years 
to come and talk to them and think through how the learning objectives should be expressed. The session 
was several hours long. I think it was very productive. I was there. A number of other people were there. 
The General Education Council is having its regular meeting tomorrow afternoon. This is a discussion that 
is continuing and I know that they will be bringing us a different proposal at the end of this discussion. 
 
Then, finally, I want to put in a plug for a system-level activity. The system, on Friday, April 28th, is 
holding a conference on academic innovation in Boston at the UMass Club at the top of 1 Beacon St. There 
is a major view of the city, if you have never been there, and good food; Ken Toong actually runs the food 
service over there, too, so you can be assured that you will not starve. The conference is about academic 



innovation as regards instruction, as regards helping students succeed. They’re hoping for some additional 
proposals, either for papers or for posters, but it’s also open to you registering just to go. The proposal 
deadline is January 30th, so, if you’ve been thinking about a proposal, now is the time to get it in, and I hope 
that this campus will be well represented at this conference; it is a way that we can trade ideas with our 
peers at other campuses. 

 
5.  The Representative of the Massachusetts Society of Professors 
 
Eve Weinbaum, President of the Massachusetts Society of Professors: Thank you. I want to talk for a 
minute about our health insurance. All of us, not only MSP members but all staff and faculty at UMass, are 
covered by the Group Insurance Commission which is the statewide body that decides our health care 
benefits. We have learned that, for the coming year, the GIC is planning increases in our costs. They are 
planning a 3.5% increase in the premiums that we pay for health insurance, that we split between the 
employer and the employee, but, in addition, there are costs that are falling just on employees. So, for 
example, if you have a “plus one,” if you’re either a single parent with one child or an employee with one 
spouse, your deductible will be going up $400 next year. In addition, your prescription drug deductible will 
be going up by $200. So, there are different amounts, but, for many people, that’s a $600 increase in cost in 
addition to the premiums that we pay annually. There’s a public hearing about this next week on February 
1st and MSP will be showing up to testify. If anyone else can go to Boston to testify, it would be great to 
have people speaking for UMass employees. The vote will be taken the following week on February 9th. We 
are sending out emails and will be letting you know how to weigh in with the commissioners. There are 
commissioners representing us; there’s one who is appointed by our parent union, the MTA, and there are 
other commissioners representing state workers. We feel like we really need to weigh in about this. We are 
not expecting huge salary increases this year so a $600-or-more increase in our health care is really 
significant and we’re hoping to get that message across to the GIC.  
 
The MSP is in contract bargaining and we are planning open forums starting on February 22nd to let our 
members know what’s going on at the table and to get some feedback from you. We have proposals out 
there especially around changing the anomaly process which we feel is really important to gender equity 
and other kinds of equity concerns on this campus, proposals for non-tenure-track faculty, proposals around 
CPE and how those courses are compensated. So, we’re going to have open forums and we encourage 
everyone to come. You’ll get an email. The first one is February 22nd and there will be another one the week 
after that. Please join us. We want to hear from you and we want you to be informed about what your union 
is doing. Thanks. 

 
5.  The President of the Graduate Student Senate 
 
Madalina Meirosu, Representative for the President of the Graduate Student Senate: Good afternoon, 
everybody. I was asked to come and share with you three short points about things the GSS has been 
working on throughout the year, that have been ongoing, very important issues that the GSS is trying to 
work out. The most important item on the GSS agenda this year has been food security for graduate 
students. This has been an ongoing problem. Our initial proposal designed to alleviate this issue was 
rejected by the Administration, but, at the same time, the Administration has shown great interest in 
working toward achieving this goal. GSS had a meeting with key members of the Administration during the 
break and we were delighted to find that they are very willing to work with us in order to resolve this 
problem. So, GSS is setting up a committee for a better understanding of all the elements that contribute to 
creating a viable solution. Additionally, GSS is working towards making amendments to the original 
proposal and finding ways to work with the Administration to find a real solution as soon as possible for 
this very important problem. The second point involves academic writing support: GSS is looking for the 
possibility of department-based or school-based writing help in addition to the centralized support system 
available right now. This comes in response to repeated requests from graduate students to find a way to 
make a better step toward helping them write or improve their writing within their own schools or 
disciplines. Third, in regard to the campus-wide international organization plan, GSS is setting up a 
committee designed to provide relevant feedback from the side of the graduate students and to help with the 
process. Thank you very much for your attention. 



 
6.  The President of the Student Government Association 
 
Anthony Vitale, President of the Student Government Association: Hello, I hope everybody is doing 
well. I had a nice break. I keep on asking you all, “How was your break?” but then realize that you didn’t 
have the same break that I had. I wanted to bring up two specific points. First, the SGA is still willing and 
interested and excited to begin working on the new Diversity Gen. Ed. Requirement. We hope to get that 
accomplished soon and we look forward to working with you on that. Second, following on Representative 
Story’s comment regarding legislative action and adequate funding, the UMass SGA is holding an event on 
February 15th at the UMass Club in Boston; we’re unofficially calling it our “Reverse Lobby Day” because 
we’re bringing legislators and members of the Governor’s Administration to the UMass Club and we’re 
going to be talking with them about our wonderful University here, about UMass, and also about the much 
needed funds. We will be doing that on February 15th and will be joined by many state legislators as well as 
a few members of the Governor’s Administration and members of this University. So, we look forward to 
that and hopefully we’ll get some more money for UMass. Thank you. 

 
C. QUESTION PERIOD 
 
D. ACTION TAKEN BY THE RULES COMMITTEE, ON BEHALF OF THE FACULTY SENATE, 

JANUARY 13, 2017.  APPROVAL OF THE FOLLOWING: 
 
Special Report of the Academic Priorities and Graduate Councils concerning a Graduate Certificate 
in Trust, Assurance, and Cybersecurity, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 17-024. 
 

MOTION: That the Faculty Senate approve the action taken by the Rules Committee, on behalf of the  
10-17  Faculty Senate, January 13, 2017, as listed on this agenda, Item D. 
 
 The motion was adopted. 

 
E. ANNUAL REPORT  
 

Annual Report of the Ombuds Office for the Period July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016, as presented in 
Sen. Doc. No. 17-025. 
 
MJ Peterson, Secretary of the Faculty Senate: It’s a very nice and well-organized report. I just had a bit of 
curiosity about the statistics because the report goes right into the statistics and does not quite explain why some 
categories are being dropped and other things are being consolidated. I think it would help future readers if they 
were given a little explanation. 
 
Carol Booth, University Ombudsperson: This year, obviously, was a big change for the Ombuds Office 
and one of my mandates when I took the job was to bring the office into compliance with the International 
Ombuds Association Standards of Practice and Code of Ethics. So, we’ve been working on that and it will 
be a work in progress for a while. One of the issues that I inherited was a database that was not all that 
useful. It did produce some statistics but the categories that were tracked were not always the most relevant 
categories and were sometimes duplicative; sometimes categories were tracked year after year after year 
even though there was only one visitor or no visitors who came and talked to us about that issue. So, this 
was an attempt to make a little bit more sense out of our categories and thereby make our report a little more 
useful. We are getting a new database, so that’s the good news. The bad news is that it may not make things 
flow better year to year until I’ve been able to use that database for a couple of years. These categories will 
change again a bit in the coming year, but I will include a paragraph about how and why we did that. There 
will be a little addendum added to the report, to make that more clear for this year, but the categories were 
only changed and consolidated. No data was actually dropped or lost in the process. Thank you. 

  
The report was received. 
 



 
F. NEW COURSES 

 
(CONSENT AGENDA)  
[A consent agenda may be presented by the Presiding Officer at the beginning of a meeting. Items may be 
removed from the consent agenda on the request of any one member. Items not removed may be adopted by 
general consent without debate. Removed items may be taken up either immediately after the consent 
agenda or placed later on the  agenda]. 
 
    COURSE                       TITLE         CREDITS 

 
ANIMLSCI 421  “Wildlife Reproduction”                        3 
BIOLOGY 335  “Topics in Plant Biology”           3 
BIOLOGY 379  “Genomics and Bioinformatics”          3 
ENGLISH 146  “Living Writers”             4 
INFO 101   “Introduction to Informatics”            3 
NRC 214   “Fish Sampling and Identification”           2 
PHIL 400   “Logic and Language”            3 
PUBHLTH 200  “Introduction to Public Health”          3 
PUBHLTH 387  “Air Pollution from a Public Health Perspective”         4 
SPANISH 382   “Spanish in the US”             4 
STOCKSCH 322  “Postharvest Handling of Fruits and Vegetables –          3 
       From Farm to Table”      
STPEC 189A   “Introduction to Radical Social Theory”         4 
BCT 525   “Solar Energy Systems & Building Design”          3 
NRC 566   “Restoration Ecology”             3 
NRC 568   “Wetland Soils”             2 
NRC 590   “Restoration Ecology”             3 
NURSING 580  “Integrative Therapies in Health Care”          2           
STATISTC 535  “Statistical Computing”            3 
STOCKSCH 587  “Phyto/Bioremediation”            3  
THEATER 525  “Multicultural Theater Practice”           3 
EPI 638   “Fundamentals of Women’s Health”          3  
HPP 632   “Social Justice and Public Health”          3 
HPP 636   “Global Maternal and Child Health”          3 
HPP 638   “Health Disparities”      3 
HPP 642   “Public Health Leadership”     3 
MATH 705   “Symplectic Topology”     3 
NURSING 626  “Complementary and Integrative Healing Modalities I: 3 
       Mind Body” 
NURSING 627  “Complementary and Integrative Health Modalities II: 3 
      Naturopathy” 
NURSING 628  “Complementary and Integrative Health Modalities III: 4 
      Application” 
NURSING 643  “Assessment and Diagnosis of Mental Health Disorders”         3 
NURSING 750  “Advanced Public Health Nursing II”                 3 
NURSING 760  “Contemporary Issues in Public Health Practice”               3 
SCH-MGMT 712  “Private Wealth Management”     1 
SCH-MGMT 714  “Real Estate Investment”      2 
SCH-MGMT 719  “Entrepreneurship”       3 
SCH-MGMT 720  “Investment Decisions & Strategies”            3 
SCH-MGMT 722  “Six Sigma:  Business Process Change”    1 

 
 
 



 
MOTION: That the Faculty Senate approve the courses ANIMLSCI 421, BIOLOGY 335 and 379,  
11-17  ENGLISH 146, INFO 101, NRC 214, PHIL 400, PUBHLTH 200 and 387, SPANISH 382,   
  STOCKSCH 322, STPEC 189A, BCT 525, NRC 566, 568 and 590, NURSING 580,    
  STATISTC 535, STOCKSCH 587, THEATER 535, EPI 638, HPP 632, 636, 638 and 642,   
  MATH 705, NURSING 626, 627, 628, 643, 750 and 760, SCH-MGMT 712, 714, 719, 720   
  and 722, as recommended by the Academic Matters and Graduate Councils. 
 

The motion was adopted. 
 
F.  NEW BUSINESS 
 
 1. Special Report of the Graduate Council concerning the Creation of a Graduate School   
  Academic Grievance Procedure, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 17-026. 
 
MOTION: That the Faculty Senate approve the Creation of a Graduate School Academic Grievance  
12-17  Procedure, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 17-026. 
 
 The motion was adopted. 
          

(CONSENT AGENDA – ITEMS 2-4)  
[A consent agenda may be presented by the Presiding Officer at the beginning of a meeting. Items may be 
removed from the consent agenda on the request of any one member. Items not removed may be adopted by 
general consent without debate. Removed items may be taken up either immediately after the consent 
agenda or placed later on the agenda]. 

 
 2. Special Report of the Academic Matters Council concerning the Revision of the Certificate   

 in Medical Humanities, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 17-027. 
 
 3. Special Report of the Academic Matters Council concerning the Revision of the Certificate   
  in Social Research Analysis, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 17-028. 
 
 4. Special Report of the Academic Matters, Academic Priorities and Program and Budget   
  Councils concerning the Revision of the Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) Geography Degree    
  Program in the Department of Geosciences with Minor Changes to the Current B.A.   
  Degree Concentration Names and Requirements and the Addition of a Set of New    
  Concentrations, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 17-029. 
 
 The motion was adopted. 
 

5. Special Report of the Academic Matters Council concerning Principles and Procedures for   
  Composing Academic Calendars, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 17-030. 
 
MOTION: That the Faculty Senate approve the Principles and Procedures for Composing Academic  
14-17  Calendars, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 17-030. 
 
 The motion was adopted. 
 

6. Special Report of the Academic Matters Council concerning the 2019-2020 Academic   
 Calendar, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 17-031. 

 
MOTION: That the Faculty Senate adopt the 2019-2020 Academic Calendar, as presented in Sen. Doc.  
15-17  No. 17-031. 
 
 The motion was adopted. 
 



H. OLD BUSINESS 
 

1. Special Report of the Academic Matters Council concerning a Policy for All Students Declaring a 
Primary Major and Those Making Subsequent Changes of Major, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 17-
021A. (Tabled from the 763rd Regular Meeting of the Faculty Senate.) 

 
MOTION: That the Faculty Senate approve the Policy for All Students Declaring a Primary Major  
07-17  and Those Making Subsequent Changes of Major, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 17-021A. 
 

Senator Marta Calás: As I remember, last December, the issue was on the question of students declaring majors 
after three semesters, in their sophomore year. Therefore, the declaring of the major would be at so early a stage 
that students should still be taking courses at the basic level, not at the upper-division level. Some courses, as is 
the case in my department, are senior courses that require several things before students can take them. But the 
core question is that those courses’ prerequisites are to be a declared major, and, if we don’t do anything different, 
students in their sophomore year may take senior courses for which they are not prepared. So, I assumed that after 
this thing was tabled there would be some difference in the document, but that’s not the case. What happened?  
 
MJ Peterson, Secretary of the Faculty Senate: We had some discussion of this after the meeting and my 
understanding of how those discussions came out – and Pamela Marsh-Williams has just arrived – was that there 
are a number of ways that you can guide students as to which courses they can take when. One of them is whether 
or not they are a major. Another one is their class standing: are they juniors or are they seniors? Another is through 
prerequisite courses at a lower level. So, I thought we left with an understanding that departments that historically 
have had people declaring the major a little later would be able to sequence their students by moving to one of 
these other devices.  
 
Senator Calás: I assume that that’s true, but then why not reflect that in the document itself? This is an issue that 
perhaps may have passed without much attention given to it if I hadn’t thought about it because it applies to me 
specifically. I don’t know how many people are in the same place as I. I’m just wondering whether, for example, 
the deans should be aware of the circumstances. The conversation is a little bit more complicated, as I see it, from 
the perspective of the end-consumer and end-producer of the courses themselves. There’s this bureaucratic line 
here that says that students can declare majors later only in extenuating circumstances. If it is a matter of putting in 
different kinds of limits and filters and so forth, I think that should be part of a much more public conversation that 
goes down to the departments and the curriculum committees and so on. 
 
Pamela Marsh-Williams, Associate to Vice Provost of Undergraduate Education and Chair of the Academic 
Matters Council Policy Subcommittee: I apologize for arriving late. I was on a search committee and the 
candidates were running a little long; I thought I would make it before Old Business. I’m not certain what points 
were made before but I did hear the question about what has been discussed since this motion was tabled. As you 
recall, when we discussed this before, I did ask what you were expecting as a body that we might do in the interim 
while the motion was tabled and nothing was forthcoming. Two points have been raised that I believe perhaps are 
making the discussion about the motion a little bit more complicated than intended. First and foremost, we do not 
now have a policy at the University that gives students guidance about our expectations about them making timely 
decisions about their majors. Having a major is critical to a student staying on track to graduation, having access to 
courses and advising, as well as being in good standing within their academic home. So, our intent behind the 
motion was to acknowledge that students need to be in a major by the end of their third semester. That’s the goal. 
Now, we know there will be students for whom that will not be a good fit and the colleges will then be in a 
position to make exceptions for those students. In some cases, students need to be in a major sooner than that third 
semester, particularly if they are aspiring to get into Isenberg and it’s clear after their second semester that they’re 
not going to get in. So, first and foremost, we wanted a University policy that would apply to all undergraduate 
students and give guidance about making a timely decision about choice of major and being declared in a major. 
Whether or not a student has access to courses is separate from whether or not a student is declared in a major. 
Secondly, bear in mind, about one in four students are entering the University as exploratory track students; again, 
we need those students to be on track in a major in a timely way. So, again, the policy was also driven by the large 
number of students who are distributed across eight programs within schools and colleges. Two of the larger 
colleges, the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences and the College of Natural Sciences, have large numbers 



of students who are in the exploratory track status; we need those students in majors. The concern about access to 
courses being premature or delayed is separate from a student’s major status and the need for students to declare 
majors in a timely way which are fundamental to this motion.  

 
The motion was adopted. 
 
2. Amendment to the Special Report of the Academic Matters Council concerning the 2016-  
 2017 Academic Calendar, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 14-029B. 
 

MOTION: That the Faculty Senate adopt the Amendment to the 2016-2017 Academic Calendar, as  
27-14  presented in Sen. Doc. No.14-029B. 
 

Senator Curt Conner: Have we now gone over to the full week for Thanksgiving break – it seems like we have – 
for all three of these calendars? 
 
Secretary Peterson: That’s correct. 
 
Senator Conner: Nobody cares that we almost lose our Christmas vacation? I do. 
 
The motion was adopted as amended. 

     
3. Amendment to the Special Report of the Academic Matters Council concerning the 2017-  
 2018 Academic Calendar, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 15-048A. 
   

MOTION: That the Faculty Senate adopt the Amendment to the 2017-2018 Academic Calendar, as  
32-15  presented in Sen. Doc. No. 15-048A. 

 
The motion was adopted as amended. 
 
4. Amendment to the Special Report of the Academic Matters Council concerning the 2018-  
 2019 Academic Calendar, as presented in Sen. Doc. No. 16-037A. 
 

MOTION: That the Faculty Senate adopt the Amendment to the 2018-2019 Academic Calendar, as  
13-16  presented in Sen. Doc. No. 16-037A. 

 
The motion was adopted as amended. 

 
The 764th Regular Meeting of the Faculty Senate adjourned at 4:24 p.m. on January 26, 2017. 

	
 


